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Paddington 2 comes to theaters on January 12,
2018, with all of the friendship, humor, and
marmalade that made the first film a critical and
box office hit! Paddington has been in London for
a few months now and has settled into his new
home with the Browns. But he often thinks about
his aunt Lucy back in Peru, and as her 100th
birthday approaches, Paddington is eager to find
the perfect present. He finds a one-of-a-kind
book that he knows his aunt will love. But when
the book is stolen, it’s up to Paddington and the
Browns to catch the thief and recover a most
precious gift. Based on the major motion picture
Paddington 2, this junior novel features a
selection of full-color images from the film!
Steven Spielberg’s classic sci-fi story of
interplanetary friendship makes a perfect picture
book for the whole family. When E.T. the ExtraTerrestrial was released in theaters back in
1982, its bittersweet story enchanted millions
and the film surpassed Star Wars to become the
highest-grossing movie of all time. Now the
cinematic blockbuster is transformed into an
illustrated storybook, with colorful, adorable
drawings by Kim Smith. Here is a story you can’t
help but love: After E.T. is stranded on Earth, he
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takes refuge with Elliott, a boy in need of a
friend. Together they find a way to help E.T. get
back home. Along the way, both child and alien
learn important lessons about courage,
friendship, and the power of imagination. This is
the perfect read-along story for children, their
parents, and E.T. fans across the universe.
Bearbejdet udgave af
eventyr-/nonsensfortællingen om Alice's
forunderlige oplevelser under jorden og om de
mærkelige væsener, hun møder her.
A 3-D masterpiece celebrating Harry Potter’s
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry
from New York Times best-selling pop-up
engineer Matthew Reinhart. Harry Potter: A PopUp Guide to Hogwarts is an exhilarating,
interactive guide to the iconic school of
witchcraft and wizardry. This book features
spectacular pop-up re-creations of key locations
inside and outside Hogwarts castle, and it opens
flat to form a pop-up map of the castle and its
grounds—including the Quidditch pitch, the
Forbidden Forest, and beyond. In addition to
large pops on each spread, numerous mini-pops
will bring to life beloved elements from the Harry
Potter films, such as the Marauder's Map and the
Flying Ford Anglia. Each pop will include
insightful text about Hogwarts as seen in the
films, making for a must-have collectible for fans
of the wizarding world.
Paddington at St Paul's
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I Love You
The Adventures of Paddington: My First Sticker
Book (Paddington TV)
6 Classic Stories
Paddington Bear

Recounts many adventures of a small bear, from
the day the Browns find him at London's
Paddington railway station, to the day they buy
him a ticket to return to Peru for his Aunt Lucy's
hundredth birthday.
Movies are not a waste of time if you're intentional
about watching the movie you're viewing. Reel
Leadership speaks to leaders and movie lovers
who want to look at leadership and personal
development in a new way. Author Joseph Lalonde
wants leaders to enjoy entertainment without
feeling guilty. When he began his own personal
development journey, Lalonde discovered how
leadership gurus try to dissuade people from
enjoying regular forms of entertainment because
they see it as a waste of time. He fell in line and
believed this lie; that entertainment, especially
movies, held no real value. Over time, he realized
each movie provides a story with a moral premise
or leadership lesson. In this book, you'll read
about: David Hayter (the writer of X-Men 1 and 2)
and how he dealt with a demanding director on
set. Daniel Knudsen and how every great movie
should have a moral premise. Marty Himmel and
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how he overcame fear because of the movies he
watched. Through Reel Leadership, you'll discover
how movies provide more than just a quick escape.
They are powerful tools for communicating
leadership principles and how to find their
leadership lessons.
Wander through the delightful pages to discover
the city of London buzzing with life in this of this
busy pop-up book. Illustrations are brought to life
in a riot of colour and detail as you turn each page
to see a 3-dimensional scene emerge.
Come along with Paddington as the Browns
introduce him to his new home, London. Imagine
his surprise when he discovers that Big Ben isn't a
man, but a bell in a clock tower, and that England
has a queen who lives in a palace. The city is full of
wonders for a bear from Peru!
Paddington's London Treasury
Christmas in New York
Alice in Wonderland
Everything Is Cinema
The Classic Illustrated Storybook
A celebration of the monuments, landmarks
and other sites that make Paris
unmistakable from any other world city in
a fun, interactive pop-up book format A
selection of the city's most iconic
monuments, landmarks, and architectural
wonders unfold in seven pop-ups contained
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in a charming pint-sized package making it
an easy impulse purchase. Easy to tuck in
a bag or a pocket, this book is truly the
perfect keepsake for tourists as well as
the ideal gift for anyone who wants to
share their love of the world's favorite
city - Paris. Each spread delivers an
iconic building or monument accompanied by
a two page spread of text provifing the
historical background and cultural
significance of the structure depicted by
the pop-up. The package is designed with a
retro feel like travel guides from the
past lending it a nostalgic charm. This
elegant, charming little book is the ideal
gift or souvenir for anyone who wishes a
keepsake of a visit to Paris. Represented
as pop-ups are the most beautiful classic
architectural sites of Paris: Arc de
Triomphe, Eiffel Tower, Hôtel des
Invalides, the Louvre, Notre Dame, Place
des Vosges, Centre Pompidou, and SacréCoeur. Artist Dominique Ehrhard has
conceived a one of a kind work that will
delight all ages.
A brand new Paddington adventure with real
mail to open and enjoy! This funny
interactive picture book explores
Paddington's new life in London after
travelling all the way from Darkest Peru
and meeting Mr and Mrs Brown at Paddington
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station. Open the six envelopes inside and
find out all about his new home, family
and friends. These include Paddington's
first letter to Aunt Lucy, a half-price
voucher for his favourite buns, a very
special birthday card - and more!
Michael Bond never intended to be a
children's writer. Though an avid reader,
he was by no means a model student and
quit school at 14. He repaired rooftop
radio transmitters during the bombing of
Britain in World War II and later joined
the army. He wrote about the war and more,
selling stories here and there. One day,
while searching for inspiration at his
typewriter, hoping for a big story that
would allow him to write full time, a
stuffed bear on top of the shelf—a
Christmas present for his wife—suddenly
caught his eye. Bond poured his personal
feelings about the events of his era—the
refugee children his family had hosted in
the countryside, a war-torn country in
recovery, the bustling immigrant
neighborhood where he lived—into the story
of a little bear from Peru who tries very,
very hard to do things right. The result
was A Bear Called Paddington. An
incredible true tale, More than Marmalade:
Michael Bond and the Story of Paddington
Bear is the first biography about the
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writer behind the beloved series. Author
Rosanne Tolin reveals how world history,
Bond's life, and 1950s immigrant culture
were embedded into Paddington's creation,
bringing middle-grade readers a
delightful, informative, and engaging book
with a timely message of acceptance.
Paddington Pop-Up London: Movie Tie-in:
Collector's EditionHarperCollins
Children's Books
Paddington: Paddington in London
The Pop-Up Guide: Vehicles
Pop-Up London
Reel Leadership
Paddington's Post
An exquisite retelling of Tchaikovsky's
ballet using an entirely new pop-up
technique featuring dazzling laser-cut
illustrations
David A. Carter has created an extremely
imaginative pop-up dedicated to love. The
book has seven spreads, each with a verse
and a pop-up of different geometrical and
abstract forms. Scattered among the popups are hearts, some tiny and some large.
There are hearts dangling from strings,
hearts hidden in a forest, and hearts
captured by the colors of the rainbow.
Readers will be amazed by the final popup--an explosion of red foil hearts! The
cover, too, sports red foil. This tribute to
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love is sure to please sweethearts, young
and old, throughout the years.
The classic novel about Paddington—who's
now a major movie star! Paddington Bear
had traveled all the way from Peru when the
Browns first met him in Paddington Station.
Since then, their lives have never been
quite the same . . . for ordinary things
become extraordinary when a bear called
Paddington is involved. First published in
1958, A Bear Called Paddington is the first
novel by Michael Bond, chronicling the
adventures of this lovable bear. Paddington
has charmed readers for generations with
his earnest good intentions and humorous
misadventures. This brand-new edition of
the classic novel contains the original text
by Michael Bond and illustrations by Peggy
Fortnum.
Take a journey to help the Earth in the
second book of the New York Times
bestselling trilogy by Julian Lennon! Jump
aboard the White Feather Flier, a magical
plane that can go wherever you want. This
time, Lennon’s interactive book immerses
children in a fun and unique journey where
they can: Bring medicine to people in need!
Dive below the ocean to bleached coral
reefs! Visit the city to cultivate green
spaces! Help the rain forest return and give
its animals a home! Explore the planet,
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meet new people, and help make the world
a better place! The Flier's mission is to
transport readers around the world, to
engage them in helping to save the
environment, and to teach one and all to
love our planet. Just press a button printed
on the page, and point the plane up in the
air to fly, or down to land it! An inspiring,
lyrical story, rooted in Lennon's life and
work, Heal the Earth is filled with beautiful
illustrations that bring the faraway world
closer to young children. The book includes
words to a new, special poem written by
Julian Lennon, specifically for Heal the
Earth. A portion of the proceeds from book
sales will go to support the environmental
and humanitarian efforts of the White
Feather Foundation, the global
environmental and humanitarian
organization that Lennon founded to
promote education, health, conservation,
and the protection of indigenous culture.
Harry Potter: A Pop-Up Guide to Hogwarts
Four Classic Stories of the Bear from Peru
Michael Bond and the Story of Paddington
Bear
My Pop-Up Body Book
Paddington 2: Dear Aunt Lucy
A fantastic sticker activity book, perfect for home
schooling two to four-year-olds, based on the hilarious
new animated TV series The Adventures of Paddington.
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Paddington 2 comes to theaters on January 12, 2018,
with all of the friendship, humor, and marmalade that
made the first film a critical and box office hit!
Paddington has come to love his new home with the
Browns in London. But the city’s charms were first
introduced to him by his aunt Lucy back in Peru. This 8x8
storybook, filled with full-color images from the film, is a
letter from Paddington to his aunt, recounting the many
adventures, friends and magic he’s found in his new
home.
Follow the River Thames through the famous, funny and
fantastic sights of London, from Kew Gardens to the
Olympic Village. With amazing interactive pop-ups, flaps
and tabs to lift as well as buildings to explore and tabs to
move, this is your chance to see London in all its threedimensional glory.
A brand-new novel from Michael Bond, celebrating
Paddington's many adventures! Told through
Paddington's letters to his aunt Lucy back in Peru, this
new novel offers Paddington's own special view on some
of his most famous tales. Filled with Paddington's
signature charm and with black-and-white illustrations
throughout, this paper-over-board keepsake is a
celebration of this beloved character.
Paddington Treasury
The Working Life of Jean-Luc Godard
Paddington 2: The Story of the Movie: Movie tie-in
Heal the Earth
Paddington: The Movie Storybook (Paddington movie)

Adopting for their own the lost bear they find in
Paddington Station, the Browns have some exciting first
moments with him.
A charming lift-the-flap board book based on the
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animated TV series, The Adventures of Paddington!
When Mr Gruber takes Paddington on a special outing to
St Paul's Cathedral, there is one surprise after another.
But the biggest of all comes when Paddington is mistaken
for a choir bear and suddenly finds himself joining the
choir for a most unusual rehearsal!
With Paddington 2 opening in theaters on January 12, this
spectacular gift book helps readers discover Paddington's
London with six pop-up scenes as featured in the movie!
Full color. 10 1/8 x 12 13/16.
Paddington at Large
A Pop-Up Book
Paddington Pop-Up London: Movie Tie-in: Collector's
Edition
Paddington 2: Sticker Activity Book: Movie Tie-In
London Pop-up
"A side-by-side textual comparison of the
three surviving typescript revisions of
"Pioneer Girl" that uses the texts themselves
to draw inferences about Laura Ingalls
Wilder's authorial and Rose Wilder Lane's
editorial processes and intentions, as well
as about the working relationship between the
two women during their attempts to market
"Pioneer Girl" as adult nonfiction, prior to
the publication of Wilder's Little House
novels that are based on these original
manuscripts"-Which vehicles work on construction sites?
What types of vessels travel across oceans?
Which ones take us up in the air? Children
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can find out the answers to these questions
and more in this accessible and interactive
guide. The multilayered 3-D scenes leap off
every page, allowing young readers to explore
the world of vehicles in a unique way. * 10
big multilayered pop-ups, one on every
spread! * Descriptive text and labeled
illustrations for quick and easy learning *
Built-in elastic bands that allow readers to
display their favorite scenes on a bookcase
or desk * Sturdy construction that's perfect
for at-home or on-the-go Fans of the Pop-Up
Guide(tm): Vehicles will also enjoy the other
book in the series, Space. * Great family and
classroom read-aloud * Books for children
aged 3 to 5 * Books for preschool and
kindergarten children
The story of the wonderful new Paddington
movie, told with lots of pictures for younger
readers.
How did you begin? Ever wondered how you
breathe, smell or move? Or why you have to
eat? And what does the inside of your body
look like? See how it all works and find out
the story of your body, starting right at the
very beginning of your life.
A Papercut Pop-Up Book
Love from Paddington
Paddington Storybook Collection
The Nutcracker
A Bear Called Paddington

A landmark biography explores the crucial resonances
among the life, work, and times of one of the most
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influential filmmakers of our age When Jean-Luc Godard
wed the ideals of filmmaking to the realities of
autobiography and current events, he changed the nature of
cinema. Unlike any earlier films, Godard's work shifts
fluidly from fiction to documentary, from criticism to art.
The man himself also projects shifting images—cultural
hero, fierce loner, shrewd businessman. Hailed by
filmmakers as a—if not the—key influence on cinema,
Godard has entered the modern canon, a figure as
mysterious as he is indispensable. In Everything Is Cinema,
critic Richard Brody has amassed hundreds of interviews to
demystify the elusive director and his work. Paying as much
attention to Godard's technical inventions as to the political
forces of the postwar world, Brody traces an arc from the
director's early critical writing, through his popular success
with Breathless, to the grand vision of his later years. He
vividly depicts Godard's wealthy conservative family, his
fluid politics, and his tumultuous dealings with women and
fellow New Wave filmmakers. Everything Is Cinema
confirms Godard's greatness and shows decisively that his
films have left their mark on screens everywhere.
Paddington returns for another fun-filled instalment of
marmalade and mishaps in a star-studded new movie!
Leaves rustle, critters scurry, and mushrooms pop up from
the forest floor in this lyrical, three-dimensional look at an
autumn woodland.
New York Times bestselling author Joy Fielding tells an
unforgettable story of a newly divorced woman attempting
to heal her heartache, only to find herself on a desperate
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search for her daughter. Fifty-year-old Marcy Taggart’s
life is in shambles. Two years ago, her twenty-one-year-old
daughter, Devon, perished in a canoeing accident. Her body
was never found in the icy waters of Georgian Bay, and as
a result Marcy has never fully accepted her death. She
continues to see the young woman’s face in crowds and has
even stopped strangers on the street, certain she has finally
discovered her long lost daughter. Now in Ireland, on what
was originally intended to be a celebration of her twentyfifth wedding anniversary—if, that is, her husband had not
left her for another woman—Marcy yet again thinks she
sees her daughter, casually strolling past her on the
sidewalk. So begins Marcy’s desperate search to find Devon,
to find herself, and to find the disturbing truth that might, in
the end, be her only salvation. Now You See Her vividly
displays Fielding’s rare talent for creating the kind of
tension, suspense, and compelling heroines readers crave.
Riveting from start to finish, it’s one fans won’t want to
miss.
Harry Potter
The Perfect Christmas Escape
Paris Pop-up
Pioneer Girl
E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial
A celebration of the monuments, landmarks and other
sites that make London unmistakable from any other
world city in a fun, interactive pop-up book format A
selection of London's most iconic monuments,
landmarks, and architectural wonders unfold in seven
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pop-ups contained in a charming pint-sized package
making it an easy impulse purchase. Easy to tuck in a
bag or a pocket, this book is truly the perfect souvenir
or gift for tourists as well as anyone who wants to share
their love of London. Each spread delivers an iconic
building or monument accompanied by a two page
spread of text provifing the historical background and
cultural significance of the structure depicted by the
pop-up. The package is designed with a retro feel
featuring vintage style street maps as backgrounds for
the pop-ups and other graphic elements that make this
an elegant, charming gift or souvenir. Represented as
pop-ups are a range of traditional and contemporary
London iconic sites known the world over and which
nearly every visitor to the British capital wants to
experience: Buckingham Palace, Westminster, the
London Eye, Tate Modern, St. Paul's Cathedral, The
Shard, and the Tower Bridge. Artist Dominique Ehrhard
has conceived a one of a kind work that will delight all
ages.
With colorful, scaled-down models of New York City's
biggest attractions, take a trip through the Big Apple on
an exclusive celebration of history, innovation and
heritage. 150 illustrations, 7 spreads, 19 pop-ups, 50
interactive items, postcards and more.
Paddington Bear had travelled all the way from Darkest
Peru when the Brown family first met him on
Paddington station. Since then their lives have never
been quite the same! for ordinary things become quite
extraordinary when a bear called Paddington is around.
This fun-filled treasury brings together four of
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Paddington hilarious London-based picture book
adventures for the first time. Paddington at the Zoo,
Paddington at the Palace, Paddington and the
Marmalade Maze, Paddngton and the Grand Tour.
Michael Bond’s classic character, Paddington Bear, has
warmed the hearts of generations of readers with his
earnest good intentions and numerous misadventures.
In this collection of six classic stories, Paddington’s
nose for adventure leads him into one sticky situation
after the next. But with a little curiosity, the best of
intentions, and a marmalade sandwich to spare, this
beloved bear is a story-time favorite. Join Paddington
as he explores a carnival, performs some magic, tries
his paw at painting, and more! This collection includes
the complete text and art of six Paddington books in
one hardcover bind-up. The books included are:
Paddington Bear and the Busy Bee Carnival,
Paddington and the Magic Trick, Paddington's Day Off,
Paddington in the Garden, Paddington at the Circus,
and Paddington’s Prize Picture.
The Revised Texts
The New York Pop-up Book
The Adventures of Paddington: the Missing Marmalade
Sandwich: a Lift-The-flap Book
Paddington 2: The Junior Novel
Mit Paddington durch London - Das große Pop-Up-Buch
zum Film

The adventures and escapades of
Paddington, a lovable but troublemaking
bear
A gorgeously escapist Christmas romance
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set in magical NYC from the bestselling
author of the ESCAPE TO ITALY and
ESCAPE TO THE ISLANDS series. Grab a
mug of hot chocolate, sit back and
escape to New York this Christmas....
When Londoner Penny decides to visit
her best friend Kate in New York for
Christmas, the surprise appearance of a
previous suitor sends her plans for a
relaxing, carefree visit into complete
disarray. When she and Mike last saw
each other, the timing couldn't have
been worse. But when Mike decides to
show Penny the very best of what a
snowy, festive, New York has to offer
at Christmastime - resolving to make it
a trip to remember - will she be able
to resist his charms this time round?
Paddington is back in a smash-hit new
movie! Celebrate the return of the bear
from darkest Peru with this fantastic
sticker activity book. Meet your
favourite characters and make some new
friends along the way as the marmaladeloving bear returns for another sticky
adventure. Based on the plot of the
brand new hit family film and featuring
glossy images from the movie, this
amazing activity book is packed with
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games, puzzles, crafts and much more!
Includes: Special Paddington postcards
A make-your-own-mask Reversible
Paddington door hanger And over 150
super stickers! The perfect gift for
small paws!
Now You See Her
An Autumn Pop-Up Adventure
More than Marmalade
Leaves
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